After photoexcitation, energy absorbed by a molecule can be transferred efficiently over a distance of up to several tens of angstroms to another molecule by the process of resonance energy transfer, RET (also commonly known as electronic energy transfer, EET). Examples of where RET is observed include natural and artificial antennae for the capture and energy conversion of light, amplification of fluorescence-based sensors, optimization of organic light-emitting diodes, and the measurement of structure in biological systems (FRET). Förster theory has proven to be very successful at estimating the rate of RET in many donor–acceptor systems, but it has also been of interest to discover when this theory does not work. By identifying these cases, researchers have been able to obtain, sometimes surprising, insights into excited-state dynamics in complex systems. In this article, we consider various ways that electronic energy transfer is promoted by mechanisms beyond those explicitly considered in Förster RET theory. First, we recount the important situations when the electronic coupling is not accurately calculated by the dipole–dipole approximation. Second, we examine the related problem of how to describe solvent screening when the dipole approximation fails. Third, there are situations where we need to be careful about the separability of electronic coupling and spectral overlap factors. For example, when the donors and/or acceptors are molecular aggregates rather than individual molecules, then RET occurs between molecular exciton states and we must invoke generalized Förster theory (GFT). In even more complicated cases, involving the intermediate regime of electronic energy transfer, we should consider carefully nonequilibrium processes and coherences and how bath modes can be shared. Lastly, we discuss how information is obscured by various forms of energetic disorder in ensemble measurements and we outline how single molecule experiments continue to be important in these instances.
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and it diminishes with the cube of donor—acceptor separation (R), yielding the well-known 1/R6 distance dependence of FRET. It was next established that energy conservation during FRET is ensured by spectral overlap between donor emission and acceptor absorption. Förster brought these ideas together in a theory that connected the FRET rate (or efficiency) with parameters gathered from spectroscopic measurements of the donor and acceptor chromophores.

Despite the success of FRET theory for predicting energy transfer rates and assessing conformational equilibrium configurations (i.e., as a spectroscopic ruler) in a wide variety of systems, it has been of interest to identify when and how FRET theory does not work. Thereby, we can learn more about how chromophores interact on ultrafast time scales and/or at short separation. These phenomena are the subject of this paper. In the case of ultrafast energy transfer, a number of the FRET assumptions need to be revisited, particularly the role of coherent effects (section 5). Deviations from the 1/R6 distance dependence of the FRET rate usually occur at closer internanophore separations when the dipole approximation fails (section 2). Electronic coupling can also be transmitted by through-bond pathways introduced by molecular bridges connecting donor to acceptor (section 4). Recently, it has been found that electronic couplings can acquire additional distance dependence by screening from the environment (section 6). In these cases, the rules for distance dependence and/or optimal internanophore orientation can be substantially different than those assumed by Förster theory.

FRET is formulated under the assumption that the electronic coupling between donor and acceptor is very weak, so that electronic coupling is the perturbation promoting energy transfer from donor to acceptor. On the other hand, when the electronic coupling is strong, molecular excitons are the primary excited states of the system. Relaxation among these delocalized states is promoted by exciton-bath coupling (not electronic coupling). Theoretical studies have long contemplated intermediate cases whereby the energy is transferred coherently from donor to acceptor, but it is only recently that experimental means to measure the characteristics of this regime have been reported. In section 5, we discuss some of the causes and signatures of coherent energy transfer, and the kinds of experiments that are required to obtain evidence for such phenomena. The reason that researchers are interested in this kind of energy transfer is that, not only is it considered important to understand the nature of quantum transport in multichromophoric assemblies, but control of such dynamics might permit highly efficient long-range energy migration.

We formalize these statements by writing the FRET rate in the equivalent form:

\[ k_{\text{FRET}} = \frac{1}{\tau_D^*} \left( \frac{R_0}{R} \right)^6 \]  

\[ = \frac{2\pi}{\hbar} \kappa V_{\text{dd}}^2 J \]  

where \( \tau_D^* \) is the donor excited-state lifetime, \( R_0 \) is the Förster critical radius, \( R \) is the interchromophore separation, \( V_{\text{dd}} \) is the electronic coupling in the dipole–dipole approximation, \( J \) is a spectral overlap defined in terms of area-normalized donor emission and acceptor absorption spectra, and \( s \) is the solvent screening of the electronic coupling (which equals \( 1/n^2 \) in the Förster model, where \( n \) is the refractive index of the solvent).

In this article, we will consider four ways that electronic energy transfer is promoted by mechanisms beyond those explicitly considered in FRET theory. First, the important situations when the electronic coupling is not equal to \( V_{\text{dd}} \). Second, the related problem of how to describe the solvent screening when the dipole approximation fails, which means that \( s \neq 1/n^2 \). In these cases, the Fermi golden rule rate expression can still apply and we will refer to energy transfer simply as resonance energy transfer (RET) to differentiate it from the specific case of FRET. Third, there are situations where we need to be careful about the separability of electronic coupling and spectral overlap factors. For example, when the donor and/or acceptor are molecular aggregates rather than individual molecules, then RET occurs between molecular exciton states and we must invoke generalized Förster theory (GFT). In even more complicated cases, involving the intermediate regime of electronic energy transfer, we should consider carefully nonequilibrium processes and coherences. We propose to call any such cases coherent resonance energy transfer (CRET). Lastly, we discuss how information can be hidden by various forms of energetic disorder in ensemble measurements.

2. Failure of the Point-Dipole Approximation

The point-dipole approximation in FRET has the same form as the classical electrostatic interaction between point dipoles, but it is the quantum-mechanical coupling between donor and acceptor transition dipoles \( \mu_D \) and \( \mu_A \) with center-to-center separation \( R \) and orientation factor \( \kappa = \mu_D \cdot \mu_A - 3(\mu_D \cdot R)(\mu_A \cdot R) \):

\[ V_{\text{dd}} = \frac{1}{4\pi\varepsilon_0} \frac{\kappa \mu_D \cdot \mu_A}{R^3} \]  

In the Förster equation, this explicit form of the coupling is hidden by the relationships drawn with spectral quantities. The
point-dipole approximation works very well for quantifying the optical spectroscopy of allowed transitions because the wavelength of light is long compared to the size of a molecule and therefore its oscillating electric field averages over details of the molecular wave function. Such an averaging does not happen when a molecule interacts with a nearby molecular neighbor. In fact, it is even possible for optically dark transitions to mediate RET effectively. That is because these donor and acceptor molecules see each other’s shape in the form of transition densities, not transition dipoles. A transition density, defined as \( \rho_{\text{eg}} = \langle e|\langle g| \), represents the superposition state of ground (g) and excited (e) states. Examples of transition densities are illustrated in Figure 1.

To calculate the Coulombic coupling accurately, quantum-chemical methods are required. Typical approaches include the transition density cube (TDC) method, the distributed monopole approximation, or “line dipole” approximations. Systematic studies of how the calculated Coulombic interaction varies with the quality of the quantum-chemical approach used have recently been reported. Procedures like the TDC method have enabled researchers to obtain important quantitative insights into RET dynamics for systems ranging from photosynthetic proteins to conjugated polymers. Here, we develop a specific example.

Recent experimental studies suggest that photogeneration of charges in donor–acceptor dyads and heterojunctions including fullerenes as acceptors proceed via a two-step mechanism, with RET from the donor to the acceptor prior to hole migration. The design rules for new donors in fullerene-based polymer solar cells, which have so far been solely based on a direct electron transfer reaction process, might thus have to be reconsidered in the light of these new findings. In addition, these results call for a more fundamental question regarding the mechanism for energy transfer that we would like to address here. According to the FRET model, fast resonant energy transfer indeed requires overlap between the donor emission and acceptor absorption spectra combined with strong dipole–dipole coupling between the chromophores. However, because of symmetry selection rules, the local excitations of the C60 derivative that are in close contact with the lowest (emitting) excited state of the donors display small transition dipole moments, a feature that is seemingly at odds with the measured fast (in the ps range) energy transfer rates. As a matter of fact, it was shown that the Förster model could only reproduce the energy transfer rate measured in a toluene solution of a tetraphenylenylenesilylene-N,N-methylfulleropyrroline (OPV4-MPC60) dyad when making the unphysical assumption that the effective distance between the interacting point dipoles is less than half of the actual donor–acceptor center-to-center separation.

We have applied an atomistic model based on a quantum-chemical description of the electronic excitations to study resonant energy transfer in OPV4-MPC60 dyads. Fast (subpicosecond) energy transfer is predicted to take place from the oligophenylenevinylene to the C60 derivative, as a result of the presence of multiple pathways involving low-lying excited states of the MPC60 acceptor. In addition, we found it essential to go beyond the point-dipole approximation assumed in Förster theory and use a multicentric transition density approach to obtain a reliable estimate of the electronic couplings mediating the energy hopping process. The shortcoming of the point-dipole model is related to the fact that the actual electronic matrix elements in such dyads are dominated by contributions to the excited-state wave functions arising from the donor and acceptor molecular edges that are in close contact (since these lead to the shortest donor–acceptor interatomic distances). When accounting for all relevant channels in a multicentric transition density approach, energy transfer rates in good agreement with experiment are obtained; see Figure 2 and Table 1.

### 3. Nanoscale Systems

Recently, much attention has been directed toward understanding RET in nanoscale systems, such as semiconductor nanocrystalline quantum dots (QDs) or single-walled carbon nanotubes (SWNTs). In contrast to molecular systems, however, separations between possible donors/acceptors in nanoscale systems are typically similar to, or smaller than, the dimensions of the donor or acceptor themselves, so it becomes necessary to assess to what extent the point-dipole approximation is valid in such systems. Recently, we studied the validity of the point-dipole model in the case of CdSe QDs and SWNTs using atomistic quantum-mechanical methods. The results are quite interesting in light of what we know about molecular RET. The point-dipole model was found to be an excellent method to predict electronic couplings involving QDs. In contrast, the interaction between SWNTs was found to be overestimated by
1 order of magnitude at center-to-center tube separations typically found in SWNT bundles (≈12–16 Å)—that corresponds to 2 orders of magnitude in the rate!

In Figure 3, we show our results for a pair of 3.9 nm diameter wurtzite CdSe QDs aligned parallel with respect to their crystallographic c-axis, and for two parallel (7,5) SWNTs 10 nm in length. Transition densities for the bright states were calculated using the atomistic semiempirical pseudopotential method for the QDs and from time-dependent density functional theory for the SWNTs. Electronic couplings, $V$, were then calculated as a function of the donor–acceptor separation both using the point-dipole model and a multicentric transition density approach. We found that the point-dipole model works surprisingly well for the QD–QD pair, even at quasi-contact distances (≈4 nm). In sharp contrast, the point-dipole approximation strongly overestimates $V$ even at separations of several times the tube diameter (e.g., at $R \sim 10$ nm) for the SWNT–SWNT pair. The quasi-spherical symmetry of the QD transition density, which allows an effective averaging onto a point dipole, seems to be the reason for such unexpected behavior. Indeed, it has recently been predicted for CdSe nanorods that the point-dipole approximation is subject to substantially larger errors. Our results confirm the paradigm that the point-dipole model assumed in Förster theory should be avoided when studying electronic energy transfer in extended nanoscale systems, such as polyenes (and carotenoids), organic conjugated polymers, inorganic nanorods, or carbon nanotubes.

### 4. Through-Space versus Through-Bond Electronic Coupling

Through-bond electronic coupling happens when orbitals on each of the donor and acceptor chromophores mix slightly with orbitals on an intervening molecular scaffold. Closs and coworkers first realized how to test the significance of a through-bond pathway for electronic coupling by noting the qualitative relationship between triplet–triplet RET and a concerted electron and hole transfer. By using the structural rules governing electron transfer through $\sigma$-bond bridges, it could be shown that the part of the electronic coupling that depends explicitly on donor–acceptor orbital overlap can effect RET between remote chromophores by operating through-bond. The interchromophore orbital overlap dependent interactions are solely responsible for triplet–triplet RET but act in concert with the Coulombic interaction that has already been described, for the case of singlet–singlet RET. Since this early work on through-bond interactions, a number of studies have explored the role of various molecular bridges in transmitting electronic coupling for RET, as summarized previously in ref 2. More recently, a series of papers by Albinsson and co-workers have provided considerable insights into the nature of triplet–triplet through-bond RET.

#### 4.1. Through-Bond Interactions and Orbital Overlap

To consider interchromophore orbital overlap-dependent interactions, the exciton basis set used for calculations needs to be expanded using charge transfer (CT) configurations. For the sake of simplicity, let us consider a bichromophoric donor–acceptor system, where the full basis set now includes localized excitations on the two chromophores (ID$^+$A$^{-}$ and IDA$^+$) and the charge transfer configurations among them (ID$^+$A$^{-}$ and ID$^+$A$^+$). As described by Scholes et al. and Thompson et al., these electronic configurations mix together in the bichro-
mophore via either purely covalent $\langle D^*A|H_{DA}|D^*A^* \rangle$, ionic, e.g., $\langle D^*A'|H_{DA}|D^*A \rangle$, or mixed-type (e.g., $\langle D^*A|H_{DA}|D^*A^* \rangle$) interactions. These couplings can be partitioned into a long-range Coulomb contribution, that is operative provided spin selection rules are obeyed, and short-range contributions that invoke direct overlap between the wave functions of the two chromophores. The latter encompass two-electron exchange terms and one-electron transfer integrals that both decay exponentially with distance.\textsuperscript{49} The Förster rate is obtained by developing solely the covalent electronic matrix element, $\langle D^*A|H_{DA}|D^*A^* \rangle$, in a multipolar expansion around the molecular centers and retaining only the lowest-order dipole contribution.

In covalently linked donor-acceptor dyads, the mixing between covalent and ionic configurations can be driven by through-bond interactions, mediated mostly by one-electron resonance integrals (the Hückel $\beta$ integrals). A simple calculation allowing disentangling of through-bond from through-space contributions to the electronic coupling in symmetric bichromophoric model systems is to follow the energy splitting, $\Delta E$, between the lowest two adiabatic electronic excited states (eigenfunctions of $H = H_D + H_A + H_{DA}$) as a function of the dihedral angle, $\phi$, between the two chromophores (note that in this case $D \equiv A$ and the electronic coupling is $\Delta E/2$).\textsuperscript{55,56} This is shown in Figure 4a for two oligophenylenebutadiynlenes of varying lengths separated by a conformational kink. Because of the rotational symmetry around the main molecular axis (the transition dipoles on the two chromophores are coaligned along the rod direction), a completely flat dependence of $\Delta E$ on $\phi$ is expected if only through-space interactions would be operative. The full calculations, however, show a much more pronounced increase in the splitting as the dihedral angle is reduced. This arises from through-bond interactions between the two conformational subunits and simply reflects changes in $\pi$-delocalization.

It is interesting to note that the overall excited-state splitting decreases with increasing oligomer size, an evolution that reflects the dilution of the excited-state wave function over the subunits and the concomitant lower amplitude contributions at the edges of the interacting chromophores. As a result, both the long-range Coulomb interactions and the transfer integrals that contribute, respectively, to the through-space and through-bond couplings lessen with the number of repeating units.

It is also instructive to consider how the overall picture is affected when considering geometric relaxation phenomena in the excited state, i.e., in the limiting case of incoherent transport where the system is thermally equilibrated in the excited-state geometric configuration of the donor before hopping to the acceptor. The $D-A$ electronic coupling is usually calculated on the basis of the geometry of the reactants (the donor in its excited-state geometry and the acceptor in its ground-state geometry) rather than at the transition state between reactants and products (where the electronic excitation spreads symmetrically over the donor and the acceptor), thus invoking the Franck-Condon approximation. However, in view of the high sensitivity of the electronic interactions with geometric structure, this approximation is questionable and we have therefore computed the couplings at the transition-state geometry.

The results reported in Figure 4b reveal a weaker dependence of $\Delta E$ with $\phi$ compared to the ground-state calculations in Figure 4a. This arises because of the self-localization induced by geometric relaxation phenomena and the resulting smaller end-chain contributions to the excited-state wave functions, and therefore smaller through-bond interactions. The effect is especially pronounced for the longest conjugated segments, for which a very flat dependence of $\Delta E$ with respect to $\phi$ is found. We have set up a simple four-state model, including the four electronic configurations described above, that is parametrized on the basis of a quantum-chemical description of the electronic excited states.\textsuperscript{55} The model provides for a direct relationship between the through-bond contribution to the electronic coupling and the amount of charge transfer character in the lowest adiabatic electronic states and successfully accounts for the effect of geometric relaxation; see ref 55 for details.

### 4.2. Through-Bond Interactions and Coulombic Coupling

Recent single molecule spectroscopic studies have revealed a “non-Förster” behavior in a molecular triad, with a departure from the expected linear dependence between the measured energy transfer rates and spectral overlaps.\textsuperscript{57} Such a deviation is particularly surprising, as the linear absorption of the donor-bridge-acceptor molecule, whose chemical structure is shown in Scheme 1, is almost exactly identical to the superimposed spectra of the individual subunits. However, from a detailed $\textit{ab initio}$ quantum-chemical investigation, we found that the electronic excitations, mostly confined on the (perylenedi-
SCHEME 1: Structure of the Bridged Perylenediimide (PDI) and Terrylenediimide (TDI) Bichromophore

imide, PDI) donor and (terrylenediimide, TDI) acceptor, do slightly spread over the terphenyl spacer (though not enough to yield a measurable shift in the absorption/emission spectrum). Thus, through-bond interactions lead to a slight delocalization of the transition densities over the spacer, which results in a net increase in the coupling between the “effective” donor and acceptor. That is, the Coulombic interaction is perturbed by the intervening bridge. This is further confirmed by the high sensitivity of the calculated electronic interaction on the partitioning scheme. Namely, the inclusion of one, two, or three phenylene units in the effective donor (or acceptor) leads to large changes in couplings (by up to 56%). The breakdown of the point-dipole approximation and Förster model in this case thus mostly arises from an effective interchromophoric distance between the interacting chromophores that is significantly smaller than the center-to-center separation between the PDI and TDI cores.

5. Coherence, Correlations, and Spectral Overlap

In the original derivation of the formula for resonance energy transfer, Förster made a number of assumptions, all of which were sensible for the experiments he was attempting to understand. Among those assumptions were that the environments of the donor and acceptor are independent of one another and that the donor and acceptor are single molecules far from one another so that there is no coherent interaction between them. Recent experiments in which the donor and acceptor are close enough to question these FRET assumptions have led to a renewed interest in these issues. Memory effects and the intermediate coupling regime of CRET are thus starting to attract considerable attention.

5.1. Molecular Aggregates as Donors and Acceptors (GFT). To begin with, consider a multichromophoric aggregate acting as a donor or acceptor; that is, the donor and/or acceptor are made up of a number of coherently (strongly) coupled molecules, Figure 5a. The excited states of the effective donor and/or acceptor are then linear combinations of the excited states of the individual molecules—a collection of molecular exciton states. Does the standard FRET formula hold in this case? It is easy to see that, in general, it may not. Consider a situation in which the donor and acceptor are close enough to couple these FRET assumptions and lead to an intermediate regime of CRET but the main point is clear: the standard Förster result cannot in general be used for multichromophoric donors and/or acceptors.

A number of authors have derived the general formula for the energy transfer rate in the case of multichromophoric donors and acceptors. The theory required in this simple case where the system is partitioned into strong and weak coupling parts is called generalized Förster theory (GFT). Various approximations to the general formula lead to slightly different results, but the main point is clear: the standard Förster result cannot in general be used for multichromophoric donors and/or acceptors. This principle has, for example, enabled explanation of the observed RET rates in the reaction center of purple bacteria. Using the special pair of the reaction center as an example, Figure 5c, it is obvious that \(P_+\) is a dark state (the transition density is symmetric and therefore dipole-forbidden), whereas

\[
\langle -; A_e | V_{dd} | D_g; A_e \rangle = \left( \langle \phi_1; A_e | V_{dd} | D_g; A_e \rangle - \langle \phi_2; A_e | V_{dd} | D_g; A_e \rangle \right) \sqrt{2}
\]

where \(A_e\) is the acceptor ground state, \(A_e^*\) is its excited state, and \(D_g\) is the aggregate donor ground state. Since the distance between the acceptor A and molecule 1 is different than the distance between molecule 2 and A, this matrix element does not vanish, so energy transfer is possible from the dark state. In the limit that A is very far from the donor pair, the matrix element becomes small, so the Förster formula applies. Some examples along these lines are given in Table 1 of ref 2. Memory effects and the intermediate coupling regime of CRET are thus starting to attract considerable attention.

\[
| \pm \rangle = (\phi_1 \pm \phi_2) / \sqrt{2}
\]

Here, \(\phi_1\) (\(\phi_2\)) refers to the product state with molecule 1 (2) excited and the other molecule in the ground state. Because the interaction matrix element is positive in this cofacial H-aggregate, then \(| - \rangle\) has lower energy than \(| + \rangle\). Note that \(| - \rangle\) also has a vanishing transition dipole moment, \(\mu_- = (\mu_1 - \mu_2) / \sqrt{2} = 0\), and according to the standard Förster result, there can therefore be no FRET from this state to an acceptor (or vice versa). However, the matrix element for energy transfer is actually given by

\[
E_1, E_2 \rightarrow E_+ \text{ (a)} \quad E_- \text{ (b)}
\]

Figure 5. (a) Illustration of an aggregate donor–acceptor system. Strong coupling within each of the donor and acceptor groups forms molecular exciton states that are the effective donor and acceptor states in GFT. (b) Depiction of the model dimer system discussed in the text. (c) Transition densities calculated for the upper \(P_+\) and lower \(P_-\) exciton states of the special pair dimer in the photosynthetic reaction center of the purple bacterium "Rhodeobacter sphaeroides."
the P+ state is bright. The labeling of P+ and P− differs from the model system described above because the interaction matrix element in the special pair dimer is negative owing to the particular orientation of the bacteriopheophytin. In contrast to the prediction of FRET theory, both P+ and P− turn out to be equally effective acceptor states. The explanation, from the transition density point of view, is that the bacteriopheophytin donor positioned on one side of the special pair "sees" predominantly only one side of the dimer transition density, which looks the same whether the acceptor is P+ or P−.

5.2. Spectral Overlap and the Structure of the Bath. Recent experiments have suggested that the coherent interaction between donor and acceptor may be large enough to lead to oscillatory terms in the rate, and this has stimulated interest in understanding the manifestation and implications of intermediate coupling. We consider here some of the subtleties involved in this limit, showing why understanding the bath of nuclear degrees of freedom may in fact be central to gaining a deeper understanding of quantum coherent energy transport.

Let us examine the assumption of independent environments, that is, the collection of modes (of the molecules or the solvent) that interact with the donor and acceptor. This assumption is crucial to the result that the energy transfer rate is proportional to the overlap of the donor emission and the acceptor absorption. It is clear that if D and A are close, there may be modes that interact with both, and this changes that proportionality. To see how this situation might affect RET theory, consider a mode that is coupled strongly to both D and A but in exactly the same manner. This mode will clearly show up in the donor emission and the acceptor absorption but cannot participate in the transfer process, since the matrix element for transfer will be zero unless that mode does not change its state in the transfer.

We model the environments of donor and acceptor by a collection of harmonic modes, with the donor (acceptor) excited state linearly coupled to mode \( \lambda \) with a coupling constant \( g_\lambda^D \) (\( g_\lambda^A \)). Each of these exciton—phonon coupling constants is proportional to the displacement along vibrational mode \( \lambda \) of the donor (acceptor) excited state with respect to the ground-state geometry, and \( (g_\lambda^D)^2 \) \( \hbar \omega_\lambda \) \( \left\{ \left\{ \tilde{n}(\omega_\lambda) \right\} - 1 \right\} \) is the corresponding reorganization energy. Then, the Fermi golden rule rate of RET between donor and acceptor yields

\[
k_{DA} = \frac{1}{\hbar} |W_{DA}|^2 \frac{1}{2} \int_{-\infty}^{+\infty} dt \exp(i \omega_{DA}^0 t) \times \\
\exp \left[ - \sum_{\lambda} (g_\lambda^D - g_\lambda^A)^2 \left\{ \tilde{n}(\omega_\lambda) + 1 \right\} \right] \times \\
\exp \left[ \sum_{\lambda} (g_\lambda^D - g_\lambda^A)^2 \left\{ \tilde{n}(\omega_\lambda) \exp(i \omega_\lambda t) + (\tilde{n}(\omega_\lambda) + 1) \times \\
\exp(-i \omega_\lambda t) \right\} \right]
\]

(5)

Here, \( \omega_{DA}^0 \) denotes the energy gap between the donor and acceptor adiabatic transitions; \( \tilde{n}(\omega_\lambda) = \exp(\omega_\lambda/k_B T) - 1 \) is the temperature-dependent occupation number of vibrational state \( \lambda \). From eq 5, it is clear that, if \( g_\lambda^D = g_\lambda^A \), then the contribution of that mode to the rate vanishes, even though it participates in the absorption and emission processes (e.g., it contributes to line broadening).

If we choose to make the assumption that the nuclear modes are independent, meaning that, for each \( \lambda \), either \( g_\lambda^D \) or \( g_\lambda^A \) is zero, eq 5 can be factorized into a product of donor (\( \tilde{F}_D \)) and acceptor (\( \tilde{F}_A \)) line shapes, resulting in the FRET rate:

\[
k_{DA} = \frac{1}{\hbar} \frac{|W_{DA}|^2}{2} \int_{-\infty}^{+\infty} dt \exp(i \omega_{DA}^0 t) \times \\
\exp \left[ - \sum_{\lambda} (g_\lambda^D - g_\lambda^A)^2 \left\{ \tilde{n}(\omega_\lambda) + 1 \right\} \right] \times \\
\exp \left[ \sum_{\lambda} (g_\lambda^D - g_\lambda^A)^2 \left\{ \tilde{n}(\omega_\lambda) \exp(i \omega_\lambda t) + (\tilde{n}(\omega_\lambda) + 1) \times \\
\exp(-i \omega_\lambda t) \right\} \right]
\]

(6)

The development leading to eq 7 shows how bath memory effects can play a role in mediating coherent energy transport, even in the weak coupling limit. The bath now retains memory of the donor state after transfer of excitation to the acceptor, which in turn can contribute oscillations to the transfer probability. The result of eq 7 reduces to the Förster expression when the shared modes are treated as Markovian and very quickly relaxing, in which case \( f_{DA}(t) = 1 \).

In the limiting case that \( g_\lambda^D \neq g_\lambda^A \) in eq 5, and both are nonzero, the energy transfer process along that coordinate looks more like the Marcus model for electron transfer\(^{19}\) rather than the standard Förster model for energy transfer. That is because the spectral overlap contains only common modes for the donor and acceptor, but the coupling to them changes during the transition form reactant to product state. Hence, it is a fluctuation that is shared by donor and acceptor that enables the transition; essentially, this is a case of implicit correlation of fluctuations along the reaction coordinate.

Numerical simulations can be performed by expanding eq 7 into mode specific terms, or, instead, by considering the linear displaced Brownian harmonic oscillator model where the complete set of normal modes is partitioned into a set of primary modes linearly coupled to the electronic transitions that in turn couple to a set of harmonic oscillators characterized by their spectral densities.

We performed numerical simulations of the spectral overlap, including the possibility that a single mode is shared according to eq 7. As a model donor—acceptor system, we use the two lowest energy bilin chromophores of phycocyanin 645 (PC645) antenna from the cryptophyte algae \( Chroomonas \) \( CCMP270 \). The donor and acceptor line shapes were taken to be a sum of two overdamped Brownian oscillators (BOs), representing the homogeneous line broadening, and a sum of discrete oscillators (DOs), describing intramolecular vibrations. We used transition energies of 1.94 and 1.93 eV for donor and acceptor, respec-
overdamped Brownian oscillators (BOs), each with reorganization and acceptor line shape functions taken to be a sum of two frequencies in cm

numbered in order of increasing frequency. (0.01) (values estimated in ref 68). Discrete oscillators are the shared mode. The results show how the absence of a shared consideration correspondence to same sign displacements for between the donor and acceptor. For illustration, here, we only consider the case corresponding to the shared mode to be shared for various cases where we considered none or one single Brownian oscillator or the discrete oscillator mode to be shared.

In Table 2, we report spectral overlap factors calculated for various cases where we considered none or one single Brownian oscillator or the shared mode. The results show how the absence of a shared

mode in the FRET expression leads in most cases to net increases in the effective overlap, although in the same cases significant decreases are also found. In particular, intramolecular vibrations induce variations that can be very significant (~70%), while environmental BO modes cause smaller changes (~20%). It is also interesting to analyze the impact of high and low frequency shared modes as the energy of the main peaks of the chromophores is shifted. When \( \omega_A \) is 1.93 eV, the two peaks overlap very well, and increases of \( 10\% - 40\% \) are predicted for the overlap factor when a BO or a low frequency DO mode is shared. However, when \( \omega_A \) is red-shifted to 1.92 or 1.91 eV, this effect progressively becomes negligible. On the contrary, the impact of sharing high frequency vibrations progressively increases as the overlap between the main peaks worsens. This behavior can be explained by the model not accounting for the more important role of the vibrational side peaks in the case of poor overlap compared to the situation in which the main peaks of D and A overlap very well.

In addition, we can derive an analytical expression for the RET rate in the case where a continuous distribution of low-frequency vibrational modes over the donor and acceptor leads to Gaussian line shapes. For spectral line shapes, this is known as the slow modulation limit of the Brownian oscillator model (in the high temperature limit). We develop this model to illustrate a feature of the low frequency bath modes that contribute line broadening. The reader should note that the model does not account for the contribution of high frequency, intramolecular, modes to spectral overlap (vibrionic progressions in the spectra), which are often quantitatively important for ensuring energy conservation. For independent Gaussian baths (GBs), the Förster overlap in eq 6 then becomes

\[
J_{\text{F-GB}} = \sqrt{\frac{2\pi}{\sum \omega^{2\pi} \left[ \omega^{2\pi} \right]^{1} + 1 \omega^{2\pi}}} \times \exp \left[ \frac{-\omega^{2\pi} \sum \omega^{2\pi} \left[ \omega^{2\pi} \right]^{1} + 1 \omega^{2\pi}}{2 \sum \omega^{2\pi} \left[ \omega^{2\pi} \right]^{1} \omega^{2\pi} \left[ \omega^{2\pi} \right]^{1} + 1 \omega^{2\pi}} \right]
\]

This expression is similar to the Marcus charge transfer rate expression in the semiclassical limit. It is equivalent to the Förster rate in the Gaussian approximation. The spectral overlap (and therefore transfer rate) is maximized when the adiabatic donor–acceptor electronic gap is exactly compensated by the reorganization energy associated with the energy transfer process, which is simply the sum of the donor and acceptor relaxation energies: \( \delta_{\text{opt}} = \sum \omega^{2\pi} \left[ \omega^{2\pi} \right]^{1} \omega^{2\pi} \). In the general case, the acceptor line shape must be convoluted with the effective donor emission line shape that itself results from the convolution between \( F_D(\omega - \omega_{\text{e}}) \) and \( F_A(\omega_{\text{e}}) \). Applying the Gaussian approximation to eq 7 leads to an effective donor emission line shape that is shifted to a larger (smaller) donor–acceptor transition energy for negative (positive) values of the cross terms \( -2g_{DA}^{2\pi} \omega_{\text{e}} \). The spectral overlap takes the form of eq 8, where \( -2g_{DA}^{2\pi} \omega_{\text{e}} \) is replaced by \( (g_{DA}^{2\pi} + \omega_{\text{e}})^{2\pi} - 2g_{DA}^{2\pi} \omega_{\text{e}} \).

The various calculations used eq 7 and assume either independent nuclear modes or the possibility that one mode is shared between donor and acceptor with same sign displacements. The donor transition energy is 1.94 eV, while various acceptor transition energies are chosen to be 1.93, 1.92, and 1.91 eV. Donor and acceptor line shape functions taken to be a sum of two overdamped Brownian oscillators (BOs), each with reorganization energy \( \Delta_{\text{reorg}} = 130 \) cm\(^{-1}\) and modulation frequencies \( \omega_{\text{e}} = 20 \) and \( \omega_{\text{e}} = 0.67 \) ps\(^{-1}\), and a sum of discrete bath oscillators (DOs) with frequencies in cm\(^{-1}\) (Huang–Rhys factors): 10 (0.5), 200 (0.1), 665 (0.05), 818 (0.04), 1108 (0.04), 1270 (0.02), 1370 (0.03), and 1645 (0.01) (values estimated in ref 68). Discrete oscillators are numbered in order of increasing frequency.

![Figure 6](image-url)  
**Figure 6.** Spectral overlap (dashed line) of the area-normalized donor emission line shape (dash-dotted line) and area-normalized acceptor absorption line shape (solid line) for the two low energy bilins of phycobilisomycins 645 (PC645) from cryptophytes algae *Chroococcus CC-MP270*. Line shapes correspond to donor and acceptor transition energies of 1.94 and 1.92 eV, respectively (see text for details).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>shared mode</th>
<th>( \omega_A = 1.93 \text{ eV} )</th>
<th>( \omega_A = 1.92 \text{ eV} )</th>
<th>( \omega_A = 1.91 \text{ eV} )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>none</td>
<td>2.01</td>
<td>1.50</td>
<td>1.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BO 1</td>
<td>2.20</td>
<td>1.73</td>
<td>1.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BO 2</td>
<td>2.38</td>
<td>1.39</td>
<td>0.995</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DO 1</td>
<td>2.73</td>
<td>1.18</td>
<td>1.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DO 2</td>
<td>2.77</td>
<td>2.51</td>
<td>1.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DO 3</td>
<td>1.86</td>
<td>2.14</td>
<td>1.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DO 4</td>
<td>1.83</td>
<td>2.14</td>
<td>1.61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DO 5</td>
<td>1.53</td>
<td>2.14</td>
<td>1.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DO 6</td>
<td>1.90</td>
<td>2.14</td>
<td>1.61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DO 7</td>
<td>1.58</td>
<td>2.14</td>
<td>1.61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DO 8</td>
<td>1.99</td>
<td>1.80</td>
<td>1.19</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The intuition that can be gained by inspection of eq 10 is that the evolution of the probability density is determined by a forward (|d⟩ to |a⟩) and reverse propagation of the system. Throughout each of these paths, the states |d⟩ and |a⟩ can couple directly to each other via V, or they can interact with the bath degrees of freedom, causing energy fluctuation at the sites. In the FRET limit, there are so many nuclear fluctuations sampled during any trajectory that the forward path is completely different than the reverse path, so memory is lost. The excitation is thus equilibrated and localized before and after RET through a site energy renormalization caused by strong phonon "clothing" of the excitation at each site (a lattice relaxation with the same origin as the Stokes shift). In the strong coupling limit, the electronic coupling drives the system from donor to acceptor site at a frequency much faster than the bath equilibration time, thus preserving phase memory and forming delocalized stationary states, like those written in eq 3. In the intermediate coupling case, site energies and intersite couplings are renormalized by phonon clothing and energy moves in a way that retains some phase memory. That leads to electronic oscillations of the kind that have recently been observed in experimental data.60

Using a simplistic Markovian, infinite temperature bath model, so that the site transition energy fluctuations are uncorrelated and described by the delta function correlation function with a decoherence time of \( \tau_{\text{decoh}} \), eq 10 can be solved, but the result has been found to predict incorrectly that the populations on each site are always equal at infinite time.51 That problem is related to the infinite temperature bath model and can be resolved by more elaborate models. Kakitani and coworkers have provided a simple solution that illustrates the difference between weak, intermediate, and strong coupling regimes for a homodimer.85 Figure 7. In the weak coupling limit, the acceptor population density increases exponentially with time, meaning that we can define a rate constant for RET. That convenient relationship breaks down in the intermediate coupling regime, where coherent oscillations of population between donor and acceptor may even be observed. These oscillations mean that there is a phase relationship between donor and acceptor sites at the amplitude level, which leads to quantum coherent dynamics. Coherent electronic oscillations in the bath cannot equilibrate, and it therefore contributes memory effects to the dynamics.86 In the long time limit, each plot tends to 0.5, irrespective of whether the dynamics occur in the weak or strong coupling limits.

**5.4. Contributions and Prospects of Experiment.**

Theorists have contemplated the possibility of memory effects and
coherent dynamics in energy transfer for some time, but progress was subdued because there were no compelling experimental demonstrations of such phenomena. Typically, the kinds of experiments that measure ultrafast energy transfer dynamics are pump—probe techniques. These techniques pump excited-state populations and probe the evolution of these population densities at various time delays, using a probe pulse. Kinetic models tend to assert exponential population evolution, which precludes the observation of signatures of coherence. However, more fundamentally, it is because these kinds of experimental techniques prepare and probe populations that they are intrinsically unable to yield compelling evidence for coherence or memory effects. For example, ultrafast pump—probe spectroscopic data can show oscillations in signal intensity as a function of time—quantum beats. However, it is difficult to differentiate oscillations caused by coherent excitation of vibrations from those signaling coherent electronic population dynamics, like those plotted in Figure 7.

An important breakthrough was the realization that two-dimensional electronic spectroscopy, specifically two-dimensional photon echo (2DPE) measurements, can discriminate between nuclear quantum beats and electronic coherent oscillations. The underlying reason for that is that the data contain information about electronic coherences as well as populations. More significantly, the usual representation of the data correlates the frequency distribution characterizing the initial electronic coherence with the coherence associated with the third-order nonlinear polarization radiated after the system has evolved (e.g., after RET) for a population time $T$.

At one level, the experiment allows us to associate donor state transition frequencies with acceptor state frequencies, thus permitting elucidation of RET pathways in addition to rates. In that case, cross-peaks are found to grow in with time. Their position tells us that a donor chromophore with frequency $\omega_d$, transfers energy to an acceptor chromophore with energy $\omega_a$. Some compelling examples of this idea have been reported by the Fleming group. More detailed analysis of the data can, in some instances, reveal evidence for electronic coherences. These can be found in off-diagonal features, if they can be clearly resolved in the data, but can also be discerned in the main diagonal feature.

An example is shown in Figure 8. The intensity of the main peak in the 2D data is found to oscillate with population time, and that alone is similar to trends found in transient grating or pump—probe spectroscopy. However, the 2DPE data can correlate those intensity oscillations with changes in the peak shape. Electronic coherent oscillations tend to exhibit an anticorrelation of the peak intensity with its degree of “roundness”, Figure 8. Physically, the underlying reason for that is that, in the case of nuclear quantum beats, the signal intensity is simply modulated by, for example, oscillating Franck—Condon factors as the nuclear wavepackets propagate. On the other hand, the electronic oscillations are caused by population density interconverting with electronic coherences. The 2D experiment can probe these coherences via their subtle off-diagonal signatures in the frequency—frequency correlation.

6. Solvent Screening

Solvent effects play a central role in the control of RET dynamics, not only because they cause line broadening, as discussed in the previous section, but also because they strongly screen the electronic interaction promoting RET. This was recognized early, in Förster theory, where the interaction between donor and acceptor transition dipoles is assumed to be modified through a simple screening factor $s = 1/n^2$, where $n$ is the refractive index of the medium. The screening effect can be significant, yielding an ~4-fold reduction of the FRET rate in typical solvents. More sophisticated descriptions of solvent screening modify the Förster screening factor additionally through the square of a local field factor.

Recent theoretical developments have allowed examination of the screening of the electronic coupling with an unprecedented level of detail. The influence of shape, distance, and mutual orientation between molecules on solvent screening turns out to be important at close donor—acceptor separations. Hsu and co-workers showed, for example, that when the donor and the acceptor are closely spaced, so that they share a common cavity inside the dielectric environment, solvent effects can either reduce or enhance the overall interaction depending on the particular orientation between the chromophores. However, this study neglected the shape of the molecules by assuming spherical cavities, and that seems to have a significant effect.
on the results. In recent work, more sophisticated models have been developed, in which the solvent response is calculated by solving the Poisson equation in realistic molecular-shaped cavities inside the dielectric medium.\textsuperscript{100,101} As we describe below, this progress has enabled us to uncover a strong distance dependence of the solvent screening, which even modifies the traditional \( R^{-6} \) distance dependence of the FRET rate.

Let us first clarify the way solvent (in general, any host medium) modifies the electronic coupling promoting RET. First, solvation typically leads to an enhancement of the dipolar strength of electronic transitions. The corresponding \textit{implicit} solvent effect on the coupling can be accounted for in Förster theory through the spectral overlap factor by considering spectra of the chromophores measured in the appropriate medium.\textsuperscript{102} Second, an additional \textit{explicit} solvent effect arises because the oscillating transition of the donor induces an oscillating polarization in the solvent, which, in turn, interacts with the acceptor (and \textit{vice versa}).\textsuperscript{99} That is illustrated schematically in Figure 9a. This solvent-mediated contribution leads in most cases to an overall reduction or \textit{screening} of the donor–acceptor interaction, and is the focus of this section.

We have recently applied a novel quantum-mechanical approach to examine the solvent screening for a set of over 100 pairs of chromophores (chlorophylls, carotenoids, bilins) taken from structural models of photosynthetic light-harvesting antenna systems.\textsuperscript{103,104} We found a striking exponential attenuation of the solvent screening at separations less than about 20 Å, thus interpolating between the limits of no apparent screening and a significant attenuation of the RET rate. This result reveals a previously unidentified contribution to the distance dependence of the RET rate, which indicates that Förster theory substantially underestimates RET rates at close donor–acceptor separations.
We used a quantum-mechanical approach developed by Mennucci and co-workers\textsuperscript{100,105} that solves the key aspect of the problem, as the solvent response to charge and, importantly, transition densities, is obtained by solving the Poisson equation in a realistic molecular-shaped cavity inside the dielectric environment. Solvent effects are described using the polarizable continuum model (PCM)\textsuperscript{106} that consistently introduces their effect in all steps of the quantum-mechanical calculations: the evaluation of the excited states, the calculation of transition densities, and the interaction between molecules. We fitted our results (see Figure 9b) to an empirical distance-dependent screening function, averaged over multiple chromophores, shapes, and orientations:

\[
s = A \exp(-\beta R) + s_0
\]  

where the pre-exponential factor is \( A = 2.68 \), the attenuation factor is \( \beta = 0.27 \), and \( s_0 = 0.54 \) is the asymptotic value of \( s \) at large distances. The protein medium was modeled with an optical dielectric constant \( n^2 = 2 \). The asymptotic value of \( s, s_0 = 0.54 \), falls in between the limits of the Förster model, \( s_0 = 1/n^2 = 0.5 \), and the Onsager model, \( s_0 = 3/(2n^2 + 1) = 0.6 \), owing to the effects of molecular shape.

7. Disorder, Ensemble Averages, and Single Molecule FRET

If we could watch the electronic transition energy as a function of time for a single molecule, we would see it fluctuate stochastically about a mean (see, e.g., ref 107). Examples are shown in Figure 10a,b of how an electronic transition (0 \( \rightarrow \epsilon \)) frequency for a single molecule \( \nu_0 \) fluctuates at each of two different temperatures. These trajectories were calculated using a model Ohmic bath spectral density and a Markov chain procedure. In a real condensed phase system, we can measure the correlation function for those fluctuations \( M(\tau) = \langle \nu_\epsilon(\tau)\nu_\epsilon(0) \rangle \), for example, using three-pulse photon echo peak shift or ultrafast measurements of the fluorescence Stokes shift.\textsuperscript{108,109} We thereby find that there are multiple time scales of fluctuations in the nuclear coordinates that cause the transition energy fluctuations in the chromophores of interest. The time scales of energy gap fluctuations that occur faster than the experimental time scale (e.g., excited-state lifetime) lead to homogeneous line broadening.\textsuperscript{70}

The spectral overlap in RET is a more complex kind of average because it relates the transition energy fluctuations on a donor chromophore to those of an acceptor chromophore. Here, in the weak electronic coupling limit, we need to think about a trajectory of transition energy fluctuations for each of the donors and acceptors and then determine the time-averaged probability that the energy gaps coincide. That is shown in Figure 10c, where the eigenstates of a weakly interacting donor–acceptor pair have been calculated at each time step in the simulation. The assumption underlying the simulation is that the transition energy fluctuations of the donor and acceptor are uncorrelated. The trajectory is color-coded to indicate the energy gap for each molecule, defined
by the magnitude of the coefficient in the eigenstate being greater than 0.8. We see that the two transition frequencies fluctuate independently. When they coincide or cross, excitation energy can hop from one molecule to the other while conserving energy. These crossing points therefore make the largest contribution to the spectral overlap when the ensemble average is taken. The amplitude of transition energy gap fluctuations is directly related to homogeneous line broadening in linear spectroscopies like absorption and fluorescence. That can be seen in the trajectories shown in Figure 10a,b. Thus, the probability of donor and acceptor trajectories crossing, and hence the spectral overlap, depends on temperature.

If we make some approximations about these stochastic modulations of the energy gap, then we can define a dephasing time that tells us how long it takes to sample the distribution of transition energies. This can be a useful guide, but as discussed above, restricting ourselves to such a simple view of the bath blinds us to many of the subtleties of non-Förster RET. For example, any fluctuations that are correlated on donor and acceptor contribute to the line width and dephasing time of each chromophore individually, just like any other fluctuation. However, as described in the previous section, because they do not increase the donor—acceptor energy mismatch, they do not contribute to the spectral overlap.

Such a situation of correlated fluctuations is found when the electronic coupling between the donor and acceptor molecules is large compared to the amplitude of the fluctuations, Figure 10d. Now the two trajectories do not cross at all. Relaxation among these two eigenstates does, nonetheless, occur. If the energy splitting is reasonably large, then the mechanism will involve high frequency intramolecular vibrations, as for a normal radiationless transition. Otherwise, it can occur by weak coupling to the bath. For that to be possible, there must be fluctuations of the bath that affect the eigenstates in a slightly different way, for example, because the change in dipole moment upon excitation of each eigenstate differs. Then, certain bath fluctuations, which we cannot consider to act with the length scale of the dimer rather than a single monomer, break the correlation among the eigenstates. Another observation from this simulation is that the amplitude of the fluctuations is reduced compared to those in the weak coupling case of Figure 10c. That phenomenon is usually called exchange (or spectral) narrowing, and it is caused by the eigenstate averaging over the fluctuations on the sites.110 In long aggregates, a spectral line shape results that is significantly narrower than that for the isolated monomer.

In a single molecule fluorescence experiment, we can measure the homogeneous line shape individually for many chromophores in the ensemble, and it is found that each chromophore has a unique mean electronic transition energy.111–113 This is caused by fluctuations of the nuclear degrees of freedom on time scales much longer than the experiment. The distribution of mean single molecule transition energies is typically Gaussian and contributes inhomogeneous broadening, or static disorder, to the ensemble spectra. In multichromophoric systems, we call this static disorder or diagonal disorder because the site energies in our Hamiltonian (the diagonal matrix elements) can take a distribution of energies.

Similarly, we can imagine a structural disorder in the system that leads to a distribution of donor—acceptor separations and/or orientations. This leads to a distribution in electronic couplings, called off-diagonal disorder. Identifying disorder versus homogeneous line broadening is crucial for quantifying spectral overlaps (actually, coupling-weighted spectral overlaps) in multichromophoric donor—acceptor systems because we must calculate spectral overlaps using homogeneous line broadening and then average the electronic coupling—spectral overlap function over static disorder.114

7.1. Off-Diagonal Disorder. Consider a FRET experiment in which the donor and acceptor moieties are connected by a linker, and the resultant dyad molecules dissolved in a condensed phase. In general, each dyad will reside in its own unique environment and may even have its own unique structure and structural constraints determined by that environment. The ensemble spectrum will be inhomogeneously broadened, since each donor—acceptor pair will have (slightly) different energy levels. If a standard FRET experiment is carried out by exciting at a particular frequency, the results will be an average of the subensemble of dyads that absorb at that frequency. Interpreting the results in the normal manner will lead to an efficiency of FRET that may vary with exciting frequency. If the variation is large, the origin of the trend may be difficult to interpret. Even if the variation is not large, interesting effects may require a generalization of the FRET formula.

A recently reported FRET experiment of a dyad synthesized so that the angular factor, $\kappa$, is zero for the rigid molecule showed robust energy transfer.115 This can be explained by invoking a torsional mode of the dyad about the linker that leads to an average of $k^2$ that is nonzero.116 Or it can be explained by environmentally induced structural disorder among the dyads.

If a single molecule FRET experiment is carried out by exciting a single donor, then there is no average over the inhomogeneous distribution. If the standard FRET formula applies (i.e., so that the various issues discussed in this paper do not apply), the distribution of results on many single molecules may be interpreted in terms of a distribution in distances, $R$, and angular factors, $k^2$. That is, each dyad will have different values of the structural parameters and the experimenter will find a distribution of these that fits the experimental results.

If any of the issues raised in the present account are important, even single molecule FRET experiments on closely coupled dyads may be difficult to interpret. However, since the single molecule experiments avoid averaging, there will be a reasonable chance of extracting information on whether there are shared vibrations, differential solvent screening, coherences, etc.117 It is evident that a clear interpretation can only be found by combining detailed theoretical calculations with experiment.

7.2. Diagonal Disorder. Diagonal disorder—a distribution of energies at each site in a molecular assembly—has been considered in a wide variety of systems. We suggest that the interested reader refer to the paper by Fidder et al. for a lucid introduction to the relationships between diagonal disorder and spectroscopy in molecular aggregates formed by self-assembled dye molecules.118 One particular system that has attracted a great deal of attention over the past decade is the peripheral light-harvesting complex LH2 from purple photosynthetic bacteria. Peripheral antenna systems of various kinds are employed by photosynthetic organisms to increase the spatial and spectral cross section for light absorption.119,120 They have proven to be superb model systems for learning about the mechanism and dynamics of RET in complex, but structurally well-defined, multichromophoric systems. There are several insightful reviews that introduce the structure—function relationships elucidated for LH2.22,121–126
Early spectroscopic studies provided evidence, for example, from the spectral dependence of picosecond fluorescence decays, that inhomogeneity (disorder) is a central feature of LH2 photophysics.\textsuperscript{127,128} A turning point came when Cogdell and co-workers solved the crystal structure for the LH2 antenna isolated from a strain of the organism \textit{Rhodopseudomonas acidophila}, revealing the exquisite circular structure of this pigment-protein complex, Figure 11.\textsuperscript{129} That structural model inspired a surge of papers. In particular, more quantitative conclusions could be drawn about the role and nature of disorder in these complexes.\textsuperscript{114–143} A key finding of that work is how disorder localizes the excitation; that is, it reduces the coherence length of excitations in the B850 ring. The delocalization depends also on homogeneous line broadening dynamics, so different results are found, for example, for pump-probe spectroscopy at very short delay time compared to superradiance, which probes the fully equilibrated excited state.

Single molecule fluorescence experiments show very clearly how to think about disorder in the B850 ring.\textsuperscript{144–149} In each LH2 protein complex, the local environment around each bacteriochlorophyll chromophore is slightly different. For example, local fluctuations in electrostatic environment and specific interactions, like hydrogen bonds, influence the site energies in ways that change slowly with time compared to the excited-state lifetime.\textsuperscript{150–152} After accounting for the local site disorder in the bacteriochlorophyll transition energies and the electronic interactions among all of the bacteriochlorophylls in the ring, the exciton states that reflect that disorder are obtained. The resulting absorption spectra, calculated for individual LH2 complexes, are shown in Figure 11b. Note that each complex is unique, and that is evident in its absorption spectrum.\textsuperscript{114}

An important implication of the disorder in the B850 ring is its effect on the mechanism and rate of B800-to-B850 RET. Depending on the species of purple bacteria, excitation energy is funneled from a largely localized state on the B800 ring to the B850 ring in approximately 0.7–0.8 ps at room temperature.\textsuperscript{153–155} FRET theory predicts a significantly slower rate. It is a combination of GFT (see section 5.1) and correct averaging over disorder to obtain the spectral overlap that together allows quantitative explanation of the B800–B850 RET rate.\textsuperscript{114} A recent report includes more details, such as coherence within each of the donor and acceptor rings and the multichromophoric nature of the B800 ring.\textsuperscript{156} Results from that work are plotted in Figure 12. The main message in this figure is that FRET theory predicts a narrow distribution of B800–B850 rates for the LH2 ensemble, that are on average too slow compared to the experimental data. In contrast, GFT with disorder predicts
a broad distribution of rates, which on average are similar to the experimental data. The calculated rate is significantly faster than the FRET prediction because the most effective acceptor states are the dark B850 exciton transitions that lie in resonance with the B800 emission spectrum.\textsuperscript{114}

8. Conclusions and Outlook

The usual formulation of Förster’s theory of resonance energy transfer is highly successful in many instances. Nonetheless, as we examine its ingredients more closely, there are several interesting ways that it can break down, leading to mechanisms beyond Förster theory for mediating resonance energy transfer. These non-Förster phenomena are interesting from both theoretical and experimental viewpoints because they challenge our understanding of dynamics promoted by quantum-mechanical interactions. For example, we have learned how electronic interactions between donors and acceptors resolve details of molecular shape in a way that spectroscopy does not. Furthermore, even solvent screening of the electronic coupling depends to some extent on donor and acceptor shape. More sophisticated concepts underlie the recent observations of electronic coherence in energy transfer dynamics. In some cases, it is evident that simple descriptions of the nuclear bath—like the decoherence time—do not convey enough detail to provide an understanding of how the length scale, origin, and correlation of nuclear motions dictate the coupling among chromophores. Future work will be needed to elucidate incredibly detailed descriptions of the interplay between electronic coupling and bath fluctuations in order to capture the local picture of environment-induced decoherence around each chromophore.
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